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Abstract – Reliable multicasting based distributed
simulations and conferences require safe data packet
delivery in a reasonably short time. Such high-
quality service demands substantial network
resources. As multicast applications grow,
scalability is an important issue. One way to reach
scalability is through clustering. The overall load is
distributed among clusters, and large groups avoid
overloading the network.

To make clustering as natural as possible, local
groups should be kept together instead of split into
artificial clusters. We propose an algorithm to create
a multi-level cluster structure for constructing local
groups. We also simulated the cluster-building
algorithm, compared it to that proposed in [9], and
found that it generated more optimal clusters.
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I. Introduction
A reliable enhancement of a basic IP/multicast
protocol creates additional packets that must be
transferred between receivers and sources. This
means that: more network bandwidth might be
consumed, the delay before a missing data packet is
delivered could be increased, or routers in a large
multicast group can get overloaded.

Protocols that do not exhibit these negative
features are called scalable. We propose clustering
to achieve scalability and provide an algorithm to
build multi-level clusters.

One-level clustering might be sufficient to make
a protocol scalable, but because the load is a
function of the number of nodes in a group (which is
not limited), we generally need more cluster levels
to make a protocol scalable.

A constant load on all members of a multicast
group, is one of the basic issues in multicast protocol
design. What limitations must be imposed on the
network topology, to have a constant load? As
routers are able to handle just a limited number of
receivers, the degree of a node in a network graph is
bounded by a constant. Keeping the number of
messages sent over each link constant is the first
issue. Clusters may be considered as tree-connected
supernodes on a higher level. (A cluster is typically
represented by a cluster leader.) Communication
between neighboring clusters is conducted from
several nodes, so the load is split and remains
constant for each node. For protocols where the

overall degree of a cluster is a criteria for efficiency,
our topology also performs well. The load of a
cluster is constant due to the constant cluster degree.
(The degree of a cluster is measured by the number
of neighboring clusters.) Note that there may be
another hierarchical level of clusters, when one
cluster is composed of an internal tree of second-
level clusters, for which the same rules hold.
Splitting overall load among all members of a
multicast group instead of centralizing it in few
nodes (or even in the source) is another important
scalability criteria. These limitations ensure that
throughput (number of received and sent out
packets) of all nodes in a multicast group is
independent of the size of the multicast group.

Our clustering algorithm allows a protocol to
avoid acknowledgement packet implosion by
processing locally within each cluster.

A. Comparison to Previous Work
In order to obtain a structure suitable for
acknowledgement processing, most currently pro-
posed reliable multicast protocols divide the
receivers into groups. For example, RMTP [10] uses
tree-based clustering. However, its clusters have
only one level in depth. Also, the designated routers
(cluster leaders) in RMTP are chosen statically for
the multicast session. It is proposed as an open
problem that cluster leaders should be selected
dynamically; based on the actual network topology.
Our algorithm solves the problem by selecting
leaders inside relatively densely populated areas.
Hofmann’s Local Group Controllers [7] represent a
design similar to RMTP.

Krishna, et. al. [8]  use clique clustering with a
greedy approach to create local groups of cliques.
Packets are routed over shortest paths between
boundary nodes in cliques. However, cliques that
exist in the real Internet topology are of small degree
(typically 2 or 3), so larger clusters represent a very
small fraction of the network.

Levine, et. al. [9] propose a rooted, shared ACK-
tree. Here, a node forms a local group with B of its
children, where B is a parameter. A child is any node
within a distance less than a predefined delay. This
tree structure can be considered a clustering where
clusters are formed by children of a single node. The
parent becomes a cluster leader responsible for its
successors. When there are many nodes within a
predefined distance from a leader, the children
exceeding B must be attached to a different leader.



This causes ACK routing to differ from basic data
routing, and the ACK-tree is less efficient. Another
problem with a pure tree structure is that distances
(delays) between cluster leaders and their children
might vary widely among children. In sparse parts of
a network, it is not possible to find a sufficient
number of children within a reasonably small
distance. Then, delays in this cluster may be much
larger than those in clusters created in a dense part
of a network. Clusters with a bigger delay slow
down the whole parallel computation in the network,
as faster clusters must wait for slow clusters.

B. Our Aim
The main contribution in this paper is to propose a
clustering structure, which considers the topology of
a multicast group and distinguishes between more
and less populated areas. This clustering structure is
used for reliable multicasting.

With this structure, clusters communicate only
with neighboring clusters. Communication inside of
clusters is done in parallel in all clusters, so that the
resulting time is proportional to the cluster’s diame-
ter, which is claimed to be constant. The concept is
known as a “pulsing” or “heartbeat” algorithm [1].

The key idea behind our proposed structure is to
divide a multicast group into clusters, which are easy
to manage. But on the other hand, they should have
as many nodes as possible. In this way the maximum
degree of parallelism is reached and the number of
ACK packets is reduced. The structure we use is a
disjoint cluster graph where the clusters are densely
connected internally and inter-cluster links are
sparse. This structure enables designing reliable
protocols that are scalable.

II. Cluster-Tree Structure for Acknowl-
edgments

We assume that a multicast group will organize its
receivers into a shared ACK-cluster structure that is
built on top of the multicast routing tree(s) (plus
other IP links between routers on the multicast
routing tree). This tree is provided by a best-effort
multicast routing protocol such as DVMRP [4], CBT
[2], OCBT [11], or PIM [5].

The multicast tree(s) are used for multicasting;
while our clustering structure is used to collect
acknowledgments for the multicast packets.

Given an underlying shared multicast tree, we
use a graph that is the connected subgraph of the
network induced by the vertices of the routing tree.
The graph contains all the vertices of the routing tree
plus all other IP-network connections induced by
these vertices. Since receivers are nodes that are
directly connected to routers as peripheral subtrees,
we only consider router nodes in our graph.

A cluster is either a simple or a hierarchical
structure. A simple cluster is a one-level structure
and may be considered a star. The connection

between a leader and cluster members may be a
single IP link, but may also go through several IP
links of a data multicast routing tree. Intermediate
nodes just forward acknowledgement packets. In the
case of hierarchical clusters, we have a tree of
second-level clusters inside of a first-level cluster.
The clusters on both levels are connected to a tree
structure. Routing of ACK packets is based on the
knowledge of leaders and members in a cluster and
in neighboring clusters.

A. Clustering
Clusters are primarily designed to be densely
populated areas with reasonable branching from
each node. The diameter of the cluster is low
(logarithmic) in terms of the number of cluster
nodes, resulting in short delays for gathering
acknowledgments and for retransmissions. Nodes in
a cluster are close to each other (small delay), but
there are many in a short distance from a leader. In
single-level clustering, there would be too many
cluster members to be managed by a single leader.
We introduce another (second) level of clusters so
that ACKs are first processed in clusters of the lower
(second) level before they get (in a reduced number)
to a leader of the higher (first) level cluster.

Our algorithm may be viewed as a refining of the
algorithm in [9] in the way of matching the real
topology of a network group. Their algorithm
divides a graph into clusters of predefined diameter
that is never decreased and increased only in the
case of “empty clusters”. Starting from the root of a
data multicast routing tree, cluster members are all
nodes at a distance less than a predefined diameter
from the cluster leader. The cluster diameter, in fact,
defines an interval in which they collect ACKs.
Even if there are intermediate nodes on the path
from a member to a leader, no intermediate process-
ing is done here. (ACKs are sent through intermedi-
ate nodes of the data routing tree or over another IP
link.) So, the intermediate aggregation of ACKs is
not done in every node of the routing tree but only
after several hops (depending on the diameter). In
[9], a real cluster can therefore be split into several
parts, and a cluster leader may have members whose
distances from the leader differ substantially from
each other. (See Figure 1.) An ACK-tree performs
best if the ACK-leader of a member, x, is also a
predecessor of x in the data multicast routing tree
[9]. This condition cannot be fulfilled in the case
that a multicast subtree has large degree. In this case,
the root of this dense subtree should be a leader of
all nodes in the subtree. This is not possible, because
of the limited degree of the leader node, which is
given by the capacity of its processor. We propose to
recognize a natural cluster, and then, refine the
predefined cluster diameter. A smaller diameter will
reduce the number of cluster members, and the
chance that a cluster leader is a predecessor of a
cluster member will grow substantially.



B. The Clustering Algorithm

1. Introduction
We assume that there is a predefined value D, the
basic value for cluster diameters. Our algorithm
defines clusters on the data routing multicast tree,
i.e. we divide the routing tree into an ACK-cluster
structure, which is a tree of clusters. The diameter of
a cluster is derived from the initial value, D.

Our algorithm tests the density of the network
subgraph, and in the dense parts, we introduce a
second level of clustering to meet efficiency, delay
and load constraints.

D is increased in the case when there are no
nodes found in the cluster. D is decreased if there are
too many cluster members, and a hierarchy is
introduced (clusters are created inside of a cluster).
We assume that Dmax is an estimate for maximum
value of the multicast routing tree diameter. This
value is used to stop the clustering algorithm.

Neighboring clusters at the first level are
connected through border nodes, which are members
of one cluster and leaders of another cluster. Border
nodes are used for passing data to neighboring
clusters on the first level.

For hierarchical clustering, a first-level cluster
leader is also a second-level cluster leader in the
topmost internal cluster. The mutual knowledge
between leader and member holds here too. No
border nodes are defined on the second level as
clusters are used as a tree structure for
acknowledging packets.

Clusters on both levels are connected in a tree
structure. Cluster neighbors are, the father cluster
and child clusters.

1. Father cluster = The cluster where the cluster
leader is a member,

2. Child clusters = The clusters that are built by
cluster members, i.e. cluster members are leaders

of child clusters. (See Figure 2.) Therefore, no
labeling is needed for routing as we just
exchange ACKs between neighboring clusters.

The algorithm starts at a root of the data routing
multicast tree. The root becomes the root of the first
cluster. After accepting nodes at a predefined
distance (the cluster diameter) as members of its
cluster, every cluster member tries to build its own
cluster. If it succeeds, it also becomes a cluster
leader. If a cluster leader finds more nodes within a
predefined distance than it can accept, the cluster
diameter is decreased, and internal, second-level
clusters are introduced inside of the first-level
cluster.

The first-level cluster is either defined as a group
of members with a star topology, or it is a tree of
second-level clusters.

This way we get an ACK cluster-structure, which
communicates through border nodes, while
acknowledging data packets.

2. Algorithm Description
Let us have an initial value of the cluster diameter,
D, which defines the delay between the leader and
the farthest cluster member. Start at the root of the
routing tree. Traverse the tree-top down. Perform an
Expanding Ring search (ERs) with actual value of
TTL = Dact at every node. (Dact is initialized to D.)
Nodes reached by ERs reply to the leader by the
message, “I want to be your child”. The leader
confirms the relationship by an “Accepted” message
that is sent to Kmax nodes at most. If more than Kmax

“I want to be your child” messages are received, the
leader replies with a “Rejected” message to all
nodes, decreases Dact, and starts a new ring search.
These nodes are in fact randomly picked even if
leader accepts the members that reply first, as delays
are unpredictable. Note that ERs areas may overlap.
We impose a short time-out to allow other leaders to
advertise their presence in the network, after which a
node replies to the closest leader. Even so, the
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choice is based on immediate delays because we are
not able to set a time-out that includes all possible
offers, as the network is naturally asynchronous.
Note, that nodes do not forward offers if they have a
leader or are waiting for acknowledgement of their
presence in a cluster. If a waiting node is rejected,
then it resumes forwarding offers. Under ideal
conditions, this means that only the nodes on the
boundary of a cluster become leaders.

C. Cluster Properties
If a node is rejected by a leader because the leader
has too many cluster members, it is accepted later by
a node which is the leader’s successor, or it is
accepted over an out-of-tree link (e.g., by its
sibling). Due to the short TTL parameter in dense
areas of a network, the percentage of nodes
connected to ACK-structure over out-of-tree links is
small.

Dynamic changes such as adding a new receiver
result only in local changes in the ACK-structure. In
the case of adding a new receiver into a cluster,
where the cluster leader cannot handle more
members, hierarchical clustering is applied, and the
cluster is split.

In each cluster, the cluster leader is responsible
for processing ACKs and performing
retransmissions of missing packets in their local

groups (clusters). It keeps data packets in its
memory until confirmed by all cluster members.

III. Simulation
In order to get an idea of how our clustering
algorithm performed we decided to simulate it and
evaluate it using the method proposed by Levine, et.
al. [9]. They generated a 30-node multicast topology
and generated an ACK-tree for each node. They then
defined a optimal node as one whose cluster leader
was on the path to the root.

In a similar manner, we generated a 60-node
network using the Tiers Network Topology
Generator [3,6]. The network had a 10-node
backbone, with five, 5-node, medium-area networks
attached to the backbone, and five single-node
LANs attached to each MAN. An example
clustering can be seen in Figure 3. The simulation
assumed:

1. All links had equal delays.

2. No messages were lost.

3. All nodes had equal response times.

These assumptions mean that ideal performance
will be achieved, and that nodes will chose a leader
that is among the closest in terms of hop count. The
simulation was run on this topology using each node
as the root. The maximum number of children, B,
was set to 10, and the initial offering distance D was
set to 4. The resulting ACK-trees were then checked
to see how many nodes were optimal. For each
potential root, all nodes were optimal. We also
generated the ACK-tree by using the algorithm
described in [9] with exactly the same parameters. In
this case, no potential roots generated optimal trees.
Each potential root had between 1 and 27 nodes that

The Clustering Algorithm

Initialize:
LABEL1 = LABEL2 = Node = root
TTL = Dact = D

Repeat: Node performs an ER search with an initial
value of TTL = D.

Node counts the number of responses:
Kact = # nodes inside the ring;

switch Kact ? Kmax

case (0 < Kact < Kmax) or (0 < Kact and Dact = 1):
label all nodes in the ring by (LABEL1,

LABEL2);
if (Dact ≥ D or distance to node LABEL1 ≥ D)

// start new clusters
LABEL1 = LABEL2 = node_own_id ∀ nodes

in the ring
else

// start second level clusters
LABEL2 = node_own_id ∀ nodes in the ring

case (Kact > Kmax):
Dact = Dact/2

case (Kact = 0):
if (Dact < D)

Dact = D
else

Dact = 2Dact

if (Dact > Dmax) then stop

Root

1st Level Cluster

2nd Level Clusters

Fig. 3 Example of clusters produced by our
algorithm (Some nodes have been moved for visual
clarity.)



were not optimal with an average of just over 13.
We believe that our topology was much denser than
Levine’s original, and that this contributed to their
algorithm (Lorax) having much poorer results than
reported in the original paper. Figure 4 summarizes
the percentage of optimal nodes on a potential root
by potential root basis.

IV. Conclusion
We present a topology for efficient reliable multicast
protocols that can reduce the amount of ACKing
traffic, and therefore, save network bandwidth. In
such a protocol, acknowledgment and retransmission
of missing data packets occurs locally, preferably
inside of clusters, which also reduces latency.

We propose an algorithm, which divides a
multicast group into clusters that reflect the real
topology of the group. In dense parts of the network,
we introduce hierarchical clustering. The resulting
ACK-cluster tree can be used as an underlying
topology for a reliable multicast protocol. The
quality of the ACK-structure depends on the
similarity between the ACK-cluster tree and the data
routing tree. Our simulation shows that the number
of nodes that have inefficient positions in the ACK-
structure is considerably lower than in Lorax.

While our algorithm is promising, further study
is needed. We need to investigate the clustering on
more topologies. We also need to simulate our
algorithm’s behavior in the presence of network
faults.
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